+ 11'. (13) For el = 0, (13) yields BZ = [ 11 + d j ) + l ] ? 'v 6.5, as compared with B = 4 from (4), but still conservat.ive compared with the optimum result 6 = 11.6 obtained by Brockett's variational technique 121.
INTRODUCTION
The author's paper [l] gives some new conditions for the absolute stability of a feedback system governed by t.he set. of equations
x ( t ) = exp (At)x(O) -exp (A(t -7 ) ) b k (~M ( u ( 7 ) )
d7 on the interval [0, ). For an explanation of the notation, terminology, and for a st,atenlent of the problem, definitions, and assumptions, see [ l ] .
The multiplier employed in [l] to establish absolute stability condit.ions, when, for instance, +( . ) E P,w, is of the form 4 s ) = a + 6 s + 7 4 s + P i P i ) / ( S + Pi) which satisfies the conditions of the corollary to Theorem 3, it can be + + + (2) verified t.hat Re z ( j~) G c j w ) 2 0 for all real W. N0t.e that here gS = 0.004439, VP = 0.001617. Therefore, the system is asymptotically where constants 4 , P i L i > 0; l]ityi 2 0; 0 2 vi, & < 1 for all i; stable for all monotonic nonlinearities if, for some (arbit.rarily and 6 > l[w/{i(l -&)I, which depends only on the noncausal small) posit.ive ea, part of (2). This lower bound on swamps the ett'ect of the noncausal
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Institute of Science, Bangalore 12, India. that no improvement, is possible using multipliers of the present. should be finite. It can also be shown t.hat this time is the minimal form. It is ynite like11 that the system becomes unstable for larger time of intercept. variations of (dk!dt); t.his remains to be demonstrated.
Two restraint sets for the controls are examined here, viz.,
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& ( t ) = A , ( t ) T P ( t ) + I j P ( t ) l 4 f ) , r p ( t o ) = Z@
(1) 
t ( t ) = A e ( t ) l e ( t ) + Be(t)v(t), d t o )
The objective of the pursuer is to effect the intercept in the minimum possible time, and that of the evader is to prevent a11 intercept. The case considered earlier [I], [2] is the special case where y is a scalar. A more general case is investigated here.
Let -, be all arbitrary unit row vector. Then it can be shown, by a modification of a result. obtained elsewhere [3] that a necessary and sufficient condition for an intercept. to be possible is a.s follows. Let A sufficient. condition for intercept is t.hat the second term be positive for all t. Thus a sufficient condition is that the matrix X ( t , t + ) = (Hp@pBpBp'@p'Hpf -He+eBeBk@:ffe') da (11) be positive definite for all t. This matrix may be termed an output interceptibility matrix. If H , He are identity matrices (i.e., if the dimensions of pursuer and evader are the same), a state interceptibility matrix is obtained, which can be recognized as the difference between the cont.rollability matrices of the pursuer and evader. The same result, with some modification was obtained in [ 5 ] and indicates that the pursuer should be "more" controllable than the evader in every Euclidean dimension.
In the second case, using (8), 
~( H p + p B p B p ' + p f H p f
-He+eBtBe'+e'He')y da Thus, if (11) is positive definite, the second term of (13) is also positive for all f. Thus, (11) being positive definite is a sufficient. cundition for intercept in both cases. The actual optimal strategies can be determined by obtaining the adjoint variables as indicated in
